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Highball To Indy 2016 / Clinics and Workshops 
(Organized By The Last Name Of The Main Presenter & With The 

Modeling-With-The-Masters Listing At The End, On Page #36) 
	  

• Albers, Dr. Gerry 

Deepwater District Operations: Giving Your Model Railroad Purpose and Meaning 
Wednesday              Capitol -1 Room    4:00 pm – 5:00 pm 
 
When building a model railroad, what elements can attract and keep your interest over 10, 20 or 
30 years? On Gerry Albers’ Deepwater District, the VGN, C&O, N&W, NYC and V&O compete 
and cooperate in southern West Virginia every operating session. Gerry discusses the thought 
and planning incorporated into this rather large layout, which was featured in Great Models 
Railroads 2014. His operating examples range from a simple loop of track to his 5-railroad 
operation. 

• Albers, Dr. Gerry 

Designing & Building a Layout with CAD 
Wednesday  Capitol -1 Room    8:30 pm – 9:30 pm 
 
This clinic starts where I did: with “druthers” (I’d rather…) and rail fanning. It then touches on 
design tools and techniques including Computer Aided Design (CAD), construction tips, 
numerous examples and lessons learned. Regardless of where you are in the construction 
process, there are plenty of helpful ideas that can be applied to your own situation. There is a live 
demonstration of a CAD program to emphasize the advantages. 
 

• Albers, Dr. Gerry 

AC/DC/DCC 
Wednesday   Capitol -1 Room    9:30 am – 10:30 am 

A thorough, practical, DCC discussion provides the modeler with a guide for DCC “best practices” 
including selecting wire, incorporating DCC components, suggestions for tools, establishing a 
detailed documentation system, and preparing for signals. A brief discussion of DC and AC 
technology at the start lays the foundation for discussing DCC systems. 

 
• Albers, Dr. Gerry 

Signals-By-Spreadsheet 

Wednesday  Capitol -1 Room     11:00 am – 12 noon 

This clinic, which includes a live demo, describes a signal system that uses common 
spreadsheets to control simple block, ABS, APB, and CTC signals, as well as complex 
interlocking. Signals-By-Spreadsheet (SBS) is based on Gerry’s “lessons learned” from 
developing the signal system for Allen McClelland’s original V&O, the first computer-based model 
railroad signal system. It is an integrated hardware and software system that is designed for the 
“average” model railroader. 

 
• Baker, Stuart 

 
Layout Command Control - Planning, Setting Up or Extending Your Layout   
Tuesday   Capitol -1 Room   8:30 pm – 9:30 pm 
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Layout Command Control is not complicated, and this clinic demonstrates how to add LCC to 
your layout.  It includes: choosing equipment; wiring; adding a new node and configuring it; and 
interfacing to existing devices and systems.   

• Baker, Stuart and Harris, David  
Layout Command Control Users Meeting and Forum 
Wednesday                             Capitol - 3 Room                                                 8:30 pm – 9:30 pm 
 
Where we are, what's in the cards, and where do we want to go, with much audience 
participation.  This is your chance to influence the future of LCC.   
 

• Besougloff, Neal 
 

What’s New at Model Railroader Magazine? 
Thursday  Capitol – 1 Room    11:00 am – 12 noon 
 
A behind the scenes look at Model Railroader’s project layouts, new products from Model 
Railroader, and a Q&A session about the magazine, its staff, its videos, and the future. 

 
• Blake, Bob 

 
NMRA EduTRAIN Update 
Monday     Caucus Room   1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 
Wednesday                           Caucus Room   7:00 pm – 8:00 pm 

 
This clinic provides an update on the program including progress to date and future directions. 

 
• Bonk, Donald 

 
Building the George’s Gorge and some scenic concepts 
Tuesday    Caucus Room   4:00 pm – 5:00 pm  

 
This clinic describes the construction of an 8’ x 3’-3” N-scale layout with helix and includes scenic 
details and foam plywood construction techniques. 

 
• Bopp, John 

 
Resources for Scratch Building or How to Build a Cellulose Car from Just One Photo 
Wednesday    Caucus Room   2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 

 
This clinic will focus on researching and scratch building a project.  The emphasis will be on doing 
the research, specifically on the resources used to bring the project from a single prototype photo 
to a completed scratch built project.  The project is building a cellulose car in HO.  While this is a 
very specific—and unusual—prototype, the methods and resources used are general can be 
adapted to nearly any modeling project. The car itself is pretty straightforward, but in building it I 
made use of some methods that may not be too familiar to every modeler, including airbrushing 
craft paints and applying homemade dry transfer lettering. What?  You say you don’t know what a 
cellulose car is?  Better attend and find out! 
 

• Bronson, Dick 
 
Layout Command Control – Adding Signals to Your Layout with LCC 
Thursday    Capitol – 3 Room  1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 
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Layout Command Control provides powerful accessory control solutions. This clinic introduces 
how you can add prototypical signals to your layout with LCC, without needing a computer to run 
your layout. 

 
• Brown, Bill 

 
Enhancing Your Modeling with Digital Photography 
Sunday    Capitol – 1 Room  7:00 pm – 8:00 pm 
Thursday    Caucus  Room                            8:30 pm – 9:30 pm 

 
Participants will learn methods of creating their own photo backdrops, signage, photo building 
sides, furnishings, and a whole lot more. 

 
• Brown, Bill 

 
Creating a Scene from Start to Finish 
Sunday    Capitol – 1 Room                 8:30 pm – 9:30 pm 

Bill will present many tips on researching a prototype scene and then building that scene. After 
summarizing his research Bill will show you everything from construction preparation, bench 
work, track planning, backdrops, ground cover and lighting. 

• Bunza, Geoff Dr. 

Scale Model Animation for Model Railroads 
Tuesday   Capitol – 1 Room             2:30 pm – 5:00 pm  

Animation means giving life to things. Scale model animation is making models behave as if they 
were alive in miniature—to scale. Traditional model railroaders incorporate animation mostly 
focused on train movement, naturally enough. But the availability of miniature motors, low cost 
electronic controls, ultra small LED (Light Emitting Diode) lighting, and small sound generators 
has opened up a new world of animation opportunities for the modeler. Come see how you can 
combine elements of lighting, movement, sound, synchronization and story to make your layout 
come alive!  

• Bunza, Geoff Dr. 

             Ultra Low Cost DCC for Modelers 
             Thursday                                       Caucus   Room                                       11:00 am – noon 
             Saturday                                        Caucus  Room                                       2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 
 

DCC control has grown to be quite popular with model railroaders. Consider the modeling 
possibilities if you could get a 17 function mobile or accessory decoder for $5. And what if you 
could have a separate DCC controller commanding them for about as much? This clinic will show 
you how to build these, and the dozens of variations available for your use. DCC controlled track 
switch servos, animation control, structure lighting control, trolley control, and even simple mobile 
decoders are all possible. 
 

• Bunza, Geoff Dr. 

             Prototype Maintenance or Way Cranes 
             Wednesday                                     Caucus  Room                                      4:00 pm – 5:00 pm                  

This Clinic will explore the breadth and history of prototype Maintenance of Way Cranes and 
Derricks and provide modeling notes and references to models created over the years. 
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• Burchnall, John 

Engineering Secrets of the Eastern Loggers 
Thursday   Capitol – 3 Room   7:00 pm – 8:00 pm 

 
See techniques and features engineered by the Eastern Loggers to create their unique sectional 
HO/HOn3 layout depicting Pennsylvania Logging in the 1920's. These re-applicable items are key 
to the portability, durability, operation and presentation of the layout. Included are many useful 
and interesting pioneering methods encompassing Layout Connections (both electrical and 
mechanical), Ease of Construction and Operation, Portability and Appearance.  Also Included is a 
brief orientation to the Eastern Loggers layout. 

 
• Burchnall, John 

Roadbed Materials – New Insights  
 Wednesday    Capitol – 3 Room   7:00 pm – 8:00 pm  
 

This clinic is a comprehensive study of an incredible number of ways to model roadbeds to 
support model railroad tracks as well as to represent the sloped ballast profile.  Also 
encompassed are many useful and interesting methods - both commercial and make-it-yourself 
options.  Included are flexible (bendable) options, rigid options, self-adhesive options, plus a wide 
variety of materials (cork, wood, plastic, rubber, foam).  Pros and cons are shared, as well as 
eye-opening material cost comparisons.  A fantastic new material option is revealed along with 
demos on how to form and apply it.  You will not believe how easy, durable and inexpensive this 
new material is. 

 
• Burnside, Phillip 

Using 3D printer technology to build a model of the large Horizontal Blowing Engine used in by 
the Edgar Thomson Steel Mill in the 1940s. 
Wednesday   Council Room    8:00 am – 9:00 am 

 
In the early 1900s, blast furnaces sizes were rapidly increasing at steel mills.  To meet the 
increased demand, large blowing engines were developed and installed at many steel mills.  
There were several types that can still be seen today.   Since no models of this equipment are 
commercially available, I decided to create one with new 3D printing technology. I started by 
researching the various types that existed from the 1910s through 1960s.  Then, based on this 
research and focusing on the Edgar Thomson works, a 3D model was developed and printed.   
This model is animated to provide additional realism and it is positioned at the edge of the layout. 
 

• Burnside, Jim 
 
             Modeling a Steel Mill Coke Works and “By-Products Plant” 
 Wednesday                                 Council Room                                              9:30 am – 10:30 am         
 

Starting with the Walther’s Coke Ovens and Quencher kit, we add additional structures and     
equipment (both kits & scratch built) to model a modern coke facility servicing a steel mill. 

 
• Bussard, John 

Scenery 
Thursday   Caucus  Room   1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 

• Cantor, Jim 
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Hand Laying O Gauge Track 

Monday     Caucus Room   4:00 pm – 5:00 pm                        
How to build detailed O gauge track with prototype information 

• Capron, Dave MMR  
Making Rock Molds  
Thursday    Chamber Room               9:30 am – 10:30 am 

Rocks in one form or another are on all layouts. Making and modeling rock molds is needed for 
those modelers who want more than a rock or two.  This clinic will show you how to make long 
lasting molds off of natural material.  Then using these castings we will create that scenery to 
match the prototype. Various methods of how to attach them will be presented. Also see ways to 
color them to simulate the scenery you want. Rocks can be beautiful. 

• Capron, Dave MMR     
                                                                                                                                                        
Making Coal Loads       
 
Thursday      Chamber Room           11:00 am – noon         
Making and modeling real coal loads.  This clinic covers the technique of how to make coal loads 
of various sizes from real coal.  We begin with how coal is mined and moved from the mine to 
Marshaling and Classification Yards to the final customer.  This prototype process is why the 
modeler needs different sizes of coal loads.  The loads are easy and fun to make and will make 
those coal drags really stand out on your layout. 
 

• Capron, Dave MMR 
Operations On A Room Sized Layout                                                                                   
Thursday    Chamber Room   8:00 am – 9:00 am  

Full and complete operations on a room size layout.  This clinic will show you how to have 
satisfying operation on your small room size layout like the basement empires do.  The ideas and 
suggestions presented will change the way you view your layout. There are possibilities that our 
discussion will permit you to find in and around your layout. The number of operators you will 
need along with the operational design will be reviewed. In no time you will be able to host op 
sessions as part of a round robin group of larger layouts.  Come and see the real size of your 
layout. 

• Capron, Dave MMR 

Techniques in Constructing Craftsman Kits                                                                                
Friday     Cabinet  Room   1:00 pm – 2:30 pm  

Forty years ago there were Campbell and Suydam kits. Scratch building was the only way to get 
great looking structures on your layout. Today there are hundreds of kits from dozens of 
craftsman kit manufactures.  This clinic will cover both the basics of kit construction and how to 
build award winning kits and dioramas.  Basic and advanced tools, glues and adhesives, paints, 
stains, washes and chalks will be covered.  Construction techniques and various methods will be 
shown. The tips and suggestions that are not in print are reviewed. Interior and exterior detail and 
signage is also demonstrated. We’ll quantify the difference between a layout model and an award 
winning kit. Finally the diorama for multiple kits and scenery will be discussed. You have seen 
scratch building clinics, now learn how to construct the $25 to $300 Craftsman kits that will be a 
center point on your layout. 

• Carlton, Dave  
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             The Art of Soldering 
             Wednesday                                                   Chamber Room                            4:00 pm – 5:00 pm 
 

This clinic will teach you the fundamentals of hand soldering. Learn tips and techniques to 
improve your skills, and help make soldering an enjoyable part of the hobby. This is an EduTrain 
clinic. 

 
• Carlton, Dave  

             Automatic Block Protection Signals on the Alabama, Tennessee & Northern RR 
             Thursday                                                    Caucus Room                                   8:00 am – 9:00 am 
 

The primary function of a signal system is to provide information to the locomotive engineer about 
the track conditions ahead of him. This clinic describes the block protection scheme used by the 
Redstone Model RR Club. The control systems for the signals are implemented using several 
different commercially available components. The design and construction of the system is 
described, as well as the advantages and disadvantages of each of the components. Come see 
how an automatic, functioning signal system that really works can be added to any layout at a 
relatively modest cost. 
 

• Carpenter, Bruce  
 
Human Model Railroad Interface Signal System (HMRI)  
Saturday    Cabinet Room   9:30 am – 10:30 am 
Saturday    Council Room   1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 
 
The HMRI is an alternative CTC signal system, without all the wiring and electronics. Bruce will 
discuss the design, placement, installation, and operation of the signal system and how to apply it 
to any size model railroad. Bruce will also have a compressed segment of track with signal 
placement for hands on demonstration.  

 
 

• Chubb, Dr. Bruce – MMR 

             Interfacing a Computer to Your Model Railroad via CMRInet 
             Monday                                                  Capitol - 1 Room                                  9:30 am -10:30 am  
             Wednesday                                            Capitol - 1 Room                                  8:00 am – 9:00 am  
 

Bruce explains how easy it is to interface a computer to your model railroad. Focus is on the 
Super Mini-Node that greatly improves I/O distribution and reduces system cost. Up to 128 nodes 
can be distributed around your layout making wiring a snap. Simply connect any device directly to 
the nearest node. Only wiring between nodes is a single 4-wire cable. Applications focus on 
reducing layout wiring, prototypical turnout control, and a broad range of signaling systems, 
staging track control, lighting, animation, automation and interfacing to DCC. The results can 
greatly increase your railroad’s prototypical realism and hobby enjoyment. 

• Chubb, Dr. Bruce – MMR 

            Layout Design Techniques and Sunset Valley Oregon System 
            Monday                                                      Capitol - 1 Room                         11:00 am – noon 
            Tuesday                                                     Capitol - 1 Room                           8:00 am – 9:00 am 
 

Bruce focuses on the evolutionary design process used to create the SVOS with emphasis on the 
extensive impact played by the LDSIG and OPSIG. The resulting design required building a new 
home specifically configured to incorporate the rail system occupying 2600 sq. feet with up to 4-
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decks.The overall project is monumental with over 60 contributing researchers. A crew of 38 
participates in the layout’s construction and operation. This evolutionary story covering 
prototypical research, layout planning, design, construction and operations with major influential 
contributions provided by the LDSIG and OPSIG membership, coupled with extensive inputs from 
members of five prototype Railroad Historical and Technical Societies, makes for a fascinating 
journey with lessons  to be learned by every student of layout design for prototypical operations. 

 
• Chubb, Dr. Bruce – MMR 

             Sunset Valley Oregon System Updates and Operation 
             Tuesday                                                   Capitol - 1 Room                              9:30 am – 12 noon 
             Thursday                                                  Capitol – 1 Room                              8:00 am – 10:00 am  
 

Bruce and his crew of 38 are modeling ten prototype railroads operating in Pacific Northwest in 
1955. Features include the SP from Portland to Dunsmuir using the Siskiyou line, SP’s Coos Bay 
branch, SP&S Portland to Eugene, independent logging and mining operations, and the NP, GN, 
SP&S and UP operations into Portland. System included 7 classification yards. Up to 120 trains 
operate during a 24-hour simulated day. Prototypical fidelity with the system designed for super 
realistic operation is achieved. This fast moving, all color presentation provides an exciting status 
update and operations overview of this monumental project. 

• Chubb, Dr. Bruce – MMR 
 

             Signaling Part 1: Fundamental Concepts – Prototype and Model 
             Monday                                                      Capitol - 1 Room                              2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 
             Thursday                                                    Capitol - 1 Room                              2:30 pm – 3:30 pm  
 

Bruce expands upon Signaling Made Easier series in MR, Railroad Signaling series in RMC and 
the Railroader’s Application Handbook to cover adapting signaling to your railroad. ABS, APB and 
CTC are discussed along with their impact on railroad operations. Clear differentiation is 
established between block and interlocking signals and speed versus route signaling. Signal 
placement, compatibility with DCC and how to drive different signal types are addressed. Bruce 
explains how to use the SMINI card via CMRInet coupled with the power of the computer to 
reduce layout wiring and system cost while maximizing system flexibility and prototype fidelity. 

• Chubb, Dr. Bruce – MMR 
 

             Signaling Part 2: ABS, APB, Turnout Control and Grade Crossing Systems 
             Monday                                             Capitol - 1 Room                                    4:00 pm – 5:00 pm 
             Thursday                                           Capitol - 1 Room                                    4:00 pm – 5:00 pm   
 

Bruce explains optimized block occupancy detection and its application to Automatic Block 
Signaling (ABS). Then, Bruce clarifies how prototype utilizes a “Traffic Stick” to determine 
directional movement across block boundaries to set up Absolute Permissive Block (APB) 
signaling thereby providing protection for bi-directional operation on the same track. Importance 
of “Traffic Sticks” in setting up grand crossing warning systems is discussed along with its 
utilization with a new Prototypical Grand Crossing Control (PGCC) card. Additional coverage 
includes prototypical turnout control and protecting hand-operated switches in signal 

             territory. 

• Chubb, Dr. Bruce – MMR 
 
             Signaling Part 3: Centralized Traffic Control (CTC) Systems 
 Monday                                              Capitol - 1 Room                               7:00 pm – 9:00 pm 
             Thursday                                            Capitol - 1 Room                              7:00 pm – 9:00 pm 
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Bruce explains CTC operations and how it can smooth traffic flow on your railroad. Typical 
operational scenarios are explained. Straightforward programming techniques make it easy to 
“copy-paste-and-change numbers” to set up a highly accurate C/MRInet based CTC system for 
any model railroad. Utilizing a standard set of callable subroutines makes the programming easy 
while maximizing prototype fidelity. Additionally, setting up entrance-exit interlocking plants is 
discussed along with using dynamic graphic interactive displays to emulate modern dispatching 
operations. 

• Cioffi, Dan 

              NMRA 2017 Orlando Convention “So Much More Then Mickey” 
              Monday                                           Caucus Room                                7:00 pm – 8:00 pm  
              Thursday                                         Cabinet Room                               7:00 pm – 8:00 pm 
 

Yes, We know Mickey is in our back yard in Orlando!  But, we all know that is not why you are 
wanting to come to our convention in Orlando in 2017 (well, maybe).   We have so much for you, 
your wife/husband and your children to do.   We have more clinics, we have more restaurants to 
choose from, we have totally unique Florida Prototype Railroading, we have more programs for 
the ladies, we have more layouts, we have a tremendous non rail program, we have more theme 
parks, we have the model contest and we have a great hotel to host the convention at!  Did 
someone mention that were going to have great time, too!  Come and hear about what we have 
planned for the 2017 NMRA Convention in Orlando!  

 
• Clark, Keith 

Hand Laying HO Scale Turnouts 
Friday    Caucus Room    4:00 pm – 5:00 pm 
Saturday   Council Room    2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 
 
Demonstration of how to build and hand lay HO scale turnouts using simple tools and a little 
practice 
 

• Coble, Kyle 
Introduction to 3D Printing 
Saturday    Caucus Room   11:00 am – noon 
 
Kyle will show the basics needed to get started in 3D printing and show how to build a basic 
model in Sketchup and get it easily printed. 
 

• Cowles, Mark 
Boats for Trains 
Wednesday    Council Room   1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 

After an introduction explaining why a model railroader might want to model boats, this clinic 
looks at a number of prototype settings where lake boats, as well as barges, ferries and ships 
meet trains and exchange cargoes. Emphasis is the area around the Great Lakes but some sites 
along the inland rivers and coastal ports are also shown. The second part of the presentation will 
show how a number of individuals from around the country have modeled such settings. There 
will also be a discussion of some of the better prototype vessels to use on a layout. In addition to 
the photos, there will be a display of a variety of available maritime models, mostly in N scale, 
that can be used on a layout. A handout will be included with the clinic. 

• Cowles, Mark 
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A Brief Look at the Great Lakes Car Ferries 
Thursday    House Room   2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 

A Brief Look at the Great Lakes Railroad Car Ferries. This is a look at the development of the 
railroad car ferries on the Great Lakes and their connecting rivers. First, we’ll look at the boats 
and routes that allowed the CN/GTW, CP, Wabash/N&W, NYC, PRR, and the Pere 
Marquette/C&O/Chessie railroads to transport freight cars and passengers across the Detroit and 
St. Clair Rivers between the U.S. and Canada. Then, we’ll look at the railroad ferry service that 
connected Michigan’s upper and lower peninsulas that was provided by the NYC, PRR and 
DSS&A/Soo and later, the D&M and Michigan Northern. Thirdly, a look at the Lake Michigan 
services between Michigan’s upper and lower peninsulas and between Michigan and Wisconsin 
that was provided by the Ann Arbor/ MI, Pere Marquette/C&O, the PRR, through subsidiaries, the 
GTW and a few other early operators. A very brief look at the Chicago River and Lake Erie 
operations will conclude the show. In addition to the slides, models, charts and diagrams will be 
available for attendees to look at. Be advised that this clinic doesn’t cover the Lake Erie services 
An extensive, multi page handout will be part of the clinic and some models will be displayed 
 

• Cowles, Mark 
 
From the Prototype to Your Layout and the Concept of Static Action 
Wednesday    Council Room   11:00 am – 12 noon 

This clinic will show you how to go from the Prototype to Your Layout and the Concept of Static 
Action. This clinic illustrates dozens things that the prototype does that can easily be added to a 
model railroad layout, increasing the detail and interest. Photos show things that are done or 
used by the 12” to the foot guys that you can add to your layout. You’ll get some ideas as to how 
for filling in blank areas and enhancing the yards and industries that you already have. You’ll 
even see you how you might make use of stuff you can’t use anymore. Your boss is coming to 
dinner and might be looking at your layout - there’s an idea or two to impress him or her, or a 
least catch their eye. Most of the pictures will be of the prototype, but some modeled examples 
will also be shown. Also included will be a section on what I call “Static Action”, ways to make use 
of figures so that natural looking action appears to be taking place rather than seeing figures on 
the layout permanently frozen in mid-step. A handout full of ideas will be a part of the clinic. 

• Curran, McKeegan 
 
Teenagers and the Next Generation of Modelers 
Saturday   Cabinet  Room   11:00 am – 12 noon 
 
This clinic (which is given by a teen) will go over some ways found to get youth interested in the 
hobby. The speaker will share things he has done to help with interesting youth including 
accomplishments made to date. 
 

• Dalberg, Jim 
•  

The Lackawanna Railroad 
Thursday   Council Room   8:00 am – 9:00 am 
 

• De Young, Bruce MMR 
 
Weather or Not 
Sunday    Caucus Room   4:00 pm – 5:00 pm 
Wednesday   Caucus Room   8:30 pm – 9:30 pm 
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This is an EduTRAIN clinic which provides introduction to weathering without an airbrush. 
Attendees will learn how to weather structures, freight cars, and motive power using a variety of 
different methods. Techniques covered include washed (alcohol, water, and mineral spirits) as 
well as the use of powders, markers, and pastel pencils. 
 

• De Young, Bruce MMR 
 
Modeling Tips and Tricks for Structures 
Monday    Caucus Room   8:30 pm – 10:00 pm 
 
This clinic covers a variety of tips and tricks for building and detailing structures. Techniques 
applicable to both kit builders and scratch builders are presented. Topics include foundations, 
walls and roofs, as well as interior and exterior decoration. 
 

• De Young, Bruce MMR 
 
The Logging Railroads of Pennsylvania                                                                                
Tuesday   Capitol – 1 Room   1:00 pm – 2:00 pm  

The peak period of logging by rail in Pennsylvania ran from 1880 until roughly 1929.   During that 
period there were literally hundreds of logging railroads that came, operated, and then 
disappeared.  About half of those railroads were narrow gauge. Examples of the motive power 
and other equipment used by these railroads, along with a discussion of the large variety of 
industries they served will be looked at from both a prototype and modeling perspective. The 
presentation contains dozens of prototype photos of the period and is augmented by model 
photos from my HOn3 Slate Run RR and a sampling of model photos from friends in the hobby. 
 

• Digitrax Users Forum / Zane Ireland 
 
Thursday   Capitol – 3 Room   8:30 pm – 11:00 pm 

 
• Dipaola, Jim 

 
Modeling a Steel Mill Continuous Caster 
Wednesday   Capitol – 1 Room   2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 
 
This clinic covers the modeling a continuous caster in HO scale by scratch building and using 3D 
printed parts. Examples of the prototype are shown 
 

• Dodge, Andrew MMR 
 
Creating a Steam Locomotive Roster 
Monday    Chamber Room    9:30 am – 10:30 am 
 
This clinic will examine the approach to having a prototypically based fleet of steam locomotives.  
The Power Point program will examine the pitfall that too many modelers, including the clinician, 
are susceptible to and how to apply a set of standards and consistency in motive power to your 
model railroad that is utilized by the prototypes.  While the clinic will focus on historical use of 
steam power on a few railroads, this approach is very applicable to any prototyped freelance 
model railroad. 
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• Dodge, Andrew MMR 

Modeling a Prototype - A Case Study:  The Colorado Midland Railway                                                        
Monday    Chamber Room                 7:00 pm – 9:00 pm 

This clinic will first introduce and give a historical summary of the railroad, and in the second part 
will present the challenges and solutions of modeling this prototype. 

 
• Eaton, Leslie MMR 

 
Nano Animation for Less Than Ten Dollars 
Tuesday  Cabinet Room              11:00 am – noon 
Thursday  Cabinet Room    9:30 am – 10:30 am 
 

• Eaton, Leslie MMR 
 
Tips and Tricks for Scratch Building and Kit Bashing 
Monday   Capitol – 1 Room   8:00 am – 9:00 am 
 

• Eaton, Leslie MMR 
 
What’s On Your Rooftop?  
Wednesday  Cabinet Room    11:00 am - noon  
 

• Edwards, Bill 

Forest Management with Polyester Trees                                                                                         
Friday   Chamber Room    7:00 pm – 8:00 pm 

Modeling large, heavily forested areas, including the forest edge, using the updated polyester tree 
method developed by the presenters. 

• Edwards, Bill 

Believable Hard Water without Resin                                                                                                 
Friday   Chamber Room    8:30 pm – 9:30 pm               

Modeling large areas of deep water without using casting resin. 

• Ellis, Jack; Fahie, Art; Mooney, Jim 
Craftsman Kit 101 
Thursday    Council Room   7:00 pm – 8:30 pm 
This clinic will provide Tips and Techniques for building your first craftsman kit (or 1st contest 
model). How to approach and build contest quality model structures. 
 

• Ellis, Jack; Fahie, Art; Mooney, Jim 
 
It’s In the Details 
Friday    Capitol – 3 Room   8:30 pm – 9:30 pm 
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How to introduce a story to go with your models, making models more realistic and visually 
interesting 
 

• Evans, Gary 
 
A Snapshot in Time – “Old Glory” Dragline, Farmersburg, Indiana 2007 
Monday   Chamber Room    8:00 am – 9:00 am 
 
This presentation is a chronicle of visits to the mine during 2007, leading to an up-close-and-
personal tour of the pit while Old Glory was being serviced.  Along the way, we have a ‘Strip 
Mining 101’ section to introduce you to southwestern Indiana coal mining operations.  Old Glory is 
a walking dragline and we see videos of it working and taking a few steps.  Modeling notes help 
put it into perspective if you want to build your own dragline – just remember that the main boom 
is longer than a football field.  
 

• Evans, Gary 

Simplified Signaling for Modelers                                                                                                      
Monday   Chamber Room     11:00 am – noon 
Wednesday   Caucus Room      9:30 am -10:30 am                                                   

This clinic is under review for inclusion in the NMRA EduTRAIN curriculum. A signal system is a 
layout enhancement that can be intensive, extensive, and expensive.  It can quickly become an 
unpleasant experience if its scope is not carefully planned. Maybe your layout can be served well 
enough by one or two isolated signal installations. This clinic discusses the basics of signal 
systems and proposes a simplified approach for modelers.  A case study from the NoWhere Line 
demonstrates a working model system.  A train movement scenario shows the step-by-step 
application of the basic signaling rules to a (very small) section of railroad.  
 

• Evans, Gary 
 
Do It Yourself Timetable and Other Operation Paperwork 
Wednesday   Caucus Room   8:00 am – 9:00 am 
Friday    Caucus Room   11:00 am – 12 noon 

This clinic is under review for inclusion in the NMRA EduTRAIN curriculum. A timetable is “a 
schedule listing the times at which certain events, such as arrivals and departures at a 
transportation station, are expected to take place.”  This definition conveys a sense of orderliness 
and predictability.  It also implies a transportation system underlying the schedule.  Development 
of an appropriate timetable is one of four documentation requirements for the Chief Dispatcher 
certificate in the NMRA Achievement Program.  This clinic discusses the development of the 
documentation for the author’s NoWhere Line.  The process of preparing this documentation 
helps to transform a model railroad into a real rail transportation system, just on a smaller scale.   
 

• Fahie, Art; Ellis, Jack; Mooney, Jim 
 
Constructing Realistic City Scenes in Small Spaces – The Where’s Waldo Theory of Density Modeling 
Thursday   Council Room   9:00 pm – 10:30 pm 
 
Items to be discussed include using structural shapes, geometry, and color to create “large” city 
scenes in “less” space. 
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• Fahie, Art; Ellis, Jack; Mooney, Jim 

 
How to Build Miniature Display Dioramas 
Friday     Capitol – 3 Room   7:00 pm – 8:00 pm 
 
Quick and Easy approaches to help the modeler store completed structures and scenes on 
lightweight scenery bases. 
. 

• Faulkner, Bruce 
 
Designing a Railroad Inspired by the Clinchfield 
Monday    Chamber Room    1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 
Thursday   Chamber Room    1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 

Bruce shares insight into the design of the CSX Shenandoah Division, a 17’ x 43’ N scale double-
deck layout heavily based on CSX’s former Clinchfield Railroad route. Bruce discusses the 
prototype and operating influences on the design of his layout. He presents a variety of prototype 
images illustrating various design decisions while taking the viewer on a virtual layout tour 
showing the latest construction progress on the layout. Bruce’s layout appeared in Model 
Railroad Planning 2010. 
 

• Feeney, Kevin Dr. 
 
A Look at the C&EI railroad through its annual reports: 1940 - 1975 
Sunday    Caucus Room   8:30 pm – 9:30 pm  
Friday    Capitol -1 Room               4:00 pm – 5:00 pm 

As a publicly-owned company the C&EI issued annual reports to its shareholders.   These reports 
are readily available today and provide a wealth of information to the modeler on RR operations,  
paint schemes, locomotives & rolling stock and RR facilities. 

• Fieler, Frank 
 
West Virginia Logging of the 60’s 
Friday    Cabinet Room   7:00 pm – 8:00 pm 
 
This program shows the operation of Buffalo Creek & Gauley, Elk River Coal and Lumber, Ely 
Thomas Lumber and Meadow River Lumber when they were operating at full capacity; then 
changing from steam to diesel. These railroads used 280’s Shays, Climax and Heisler 
locomotives. Elk River used low water crossings in place of bridges on Lily Fork Logging Line. 
 

• Filipiak, Joe 

The Brick Industry                                                                                                                              
Friday    Chamber Room   4:00 pm – 5:00 pm                   
Saturday   Chamber Room   9:30 am – 10:30 am 

A brief history of the brick industry and the manufacture of bricks will be given. The application of 
this industry to a model railroad and how to scratch build an outdoor kiln that is used in the 
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manufacturing process of bricks will also be shown. Photos will be shown of a completed brick 
company that is installed on a layout. 

• Frankrone, Bob 
 
Open Loads 
Tuesday  Council Room    7:00 pm – 8:00 pm        
Thursday  Chamber Room    4:00 pm – 5:00 pm 
 
Most model railroaders love open loads. Bob’s clinic features a variety of open load models that 
can be built from commercially available kits or easily scratch built from basic materials. 
Beginners and master modelers alike will enjoy learning how to create interesting and realistic 
open car loads. With plenty of slides from both prototype and HO scale models, Bob’s clinic is 
always a real crowd pleaser. 
 

• Frankrone, Bob 

Operations on the Louisville Southern Lines                                                                                  
Tuesday  Caucus Room    2:30 pm – 3:30 pm                 
Wednesday  Cabinet Room    9:30 am – 10:30 am 

 
If you think you can’t operate your layout…think again. In this clinic, Bob discusses how he 
transformed his LSL layout into an operating layout long after it was designed and built. He 
presents a short history of the layout; describes cities, towns, and industries; and diagrams the 
LSL route map. Bob explains his requirements for model railroad operations, the constraints his 
layout poses, and the mechanics of an operating session on the LSL. 
 
This clinic covers how to measure the continuous (RMS) sound level of your diesel horn with a 
Sound Level Meter showing the proper way to report you sound results to others. Measure the 
True (RMS) voltage driven by any Sound Decoder into any speaker system. The, calculate 
wattage, using a True (RMS) volt meter based on the impedance of your speaker(s). The Peak to 
Peak Voltage of any sound wave can be measured with a DC voltmeter.   

• Fugate, Joe 
 
Painting Models in a Post- Floquil World 
Thursday   Capitol – 3 Room  11:00 am – 12 noon 
Friday    Capitol – 1 Room     2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 
 
Is your stash of Floquil and Polly Scale paints running out? This clinic will show how to get 
weaned off Floquil and Polly Scale paints and map the familiar colors to other model paints. Also 
included will be tips and tricks for airbrushing, brush painting, washes, and storing paints to last 
longer. 
 

• Geiger, Doug MMR 
 
Iron and Steel: The Industry 
Tuesday   Capitol – 3 Room   8:00 am – 9:00 am 
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The steel industry has a rich history and formed the backbone of America’s growth.  And from 
moving raw ingredients to delivering finished product, steel has been an integral part of 
railroading.  This clinic will provide you with a basic understanding of steel making processes and 
vocabulary.  It will give you a guide to the inner workings of rolling mills and some of the 
specialized railroad equipment found in and around a steel plant. Many references (both 
prototype and modeling) will be presented to enable you to accurately add this fascinating 
industry to your own layout.  Although mostly a prototype clinic, modeling ideas will be injected as 
the presentation develops. 
 

• Geiger, Doug MMR 
 
Tools, Tools, Tools 
Tuesday    Capitol – 3 Room  9:30 am – 12 noon 
Saturday    House Room   9:30 am – 12 noon 
 
Tools can easily be the most important part of enhancing your modeling skills.  Join us as we 
explore various modeling tools and supplies, ranging from basic (like exploring the workbench), 
advanced (for example, calipers and material organization), moving to exotic (punch and die sets 
and scribers to name just a few), and concluding with power tools (slow speed drills and mini 
sawz-alls for instance).  Modeling tips will also be discussed during the seminar. 
 

• Godwin, Paul 
 
Modeling in the 1950’s – Ins and Outs of the Era                                                                           
Saturday    Capitol – 1 Room            9:30 am – 12 noon 

A discussion of the 1950’s time period with ideas and examples for more accurately modeling this 
era on your railroad. 

• Gore, Jim MMR 
 
Adventures of a Test Builder 
Thursday    Chamber Room   2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 

A tale (sometimes humorous) of test building a kit for a manufacturer.  A picture-rich description 
of the research and the kit construction of a mostly cardstock Chama-like coaling tower … 
including the missing parts, mistakes and the successes.  This is the description of an adventure 
that resulted in a model and diorama that ultimately won the popular vote at an NMRA regional 
convention. 
 

• Grivno, Cody 
 
Ellis & Eastern: A railroad You Can Model 
Thursday                                          Capitol - 1 Room                                         1:00 pm – 2:00 pm  
 
The Ellis & Eastern, a 14-mile railroad based in Sioux Falls, S.D., would make an interesting 
railroad to model. The railroad’s primary purpose is to move aggregates for its parent company, 
Sweetman Construction Co. In addition, the railroad serves a cement plant, a transloading facility, 
and a lumberyard. The clinic will feature a detailed look at Ellis & Eastern’s locomotive and rolling 
stock fleet, behind-the-scenes photos of the quarry on the west side of Sioux Falls and the 
transloading facility, and more. 
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• Hale, Miles MMR; Hale, Fran MMR 

 
             Woodland Scenics Foam Layout Construction 
 

 Tuesday                                    Chamber Room                                     8:00 am – 9:00 am 
 Wednesday                               Capitol – 3 Room                                  8:00 am – 9:00 am 
 
The newest method for building your layout or module is with high-density foam.  Woodland 
Scenics has it all in The Sub Terrain system and this clinic will show you how to use it.  Learn 
how to create a fast and easy layout using no woodworking skills or tools and with little mess. 

• Hale, Miles MMR; Hale, Fran MMR 
 
New Products from Woodland Scenics 
Tuesday                                      Chamber Room                                  9:30 am – 10:30 am 
Wednesday                                 Capitol – 3 Room                               9:30 am – 10:30 am 
 
Come join us for a look at the newest products from Woodland Scenics to help you put the magic 
of realism into your layout. 

• Hale, Miles MMR; Hale, Fran MMR 
  
             Realistic Scenery for Your Layout from Woodland Scenics                

Tuesday                                     Chamber Room                                               11:00 am – noon 
Wednesday                                Capitol – 3 Room                                            11:00 am – noon 
 
This clinic starts from the terrain up to show  you magically how easy and fun it is to model 
ground cover, bushes, grasses, weeds, and trees for your layout.  Learn simple blending and 
layering techniques that provide ultimate realism as you add both color and texture to your layout.  
The clinic is designed to help you begin a new layout or add finishing touches to an existing one.  
Landscaping is easy and almost magic when done the Woodland Scenics way. 

• Hamm, Bob MMR 
 
Building Timber Trestles 
Tuesday                                        Chamber Room                                              7:00 pm – 8:00 pm 

 
Bob Hamm, MMR, mechanical engineer and 44 year modeler of Colorado mountain railroads takes 
you through a bit of trestle engineering then shows you how he built some nine timber trestles (so far) 
required for his Colorado mountain railroad all in close accordance with prototype practice. 
 

• Hamm, Bob MMR 
 
Judging the National Contest 
Monday                                               Chamber Room                                        4:00 pm – 5:00 pm 

 
National Contest Chair, Bob Hamm, MMR takes you through the philosophy, the dos and the 
don'ts of this enjoyable but intense activity. This is a prerequisite for new judges. 
 

• Hanley, Don 
 
Creating a 3D Backdrop 
Thursday                                    House Room                                             8:00 am – 9:00 am  
Friday                                         Chamber Room                                        2:30 pm – 3:30 pm   
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Concepts and tricks in creating an effective 3D backdrop 
 

• Harris, David and Racz, Balazs 
 
Layout Command Control – An Introduction 
Tuesday                                       Capitol - 1 Room                                   7:00 pm – 8:00 pm 
Friday                                           Capitol - 1 Room                                   1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 
 
This clinic is an introduction to LCC/OpenLCB including its history and goals, including a 
simplified view of how it works, and where it is going.  Included topics will be: a brief description of 
LCC; how it enables development of MRR products; how it complements the existing NMRA DCC 
standards; how it interoperates with existing alternatives; and what distinguishes it from other 
layout automation and control systems.   

• Harris, David and Baker, Stuart 
 
Layout Command Control Users Meeting and Forum 
Wednesday                                     Capitol – 3 Room                                        8:30 pm – 9:30 pm 

Where we are, what's in the cards, and where do we want to go, with much audience 
participation.  This is your chance to influence the future of LCC.   

• Harrison, Richard 
 
Lionel O Gauge Block Detector Using Outside Rail 
Monday                                          Caucus Room                                              8:00 am – 9:00 am 

 
The second outside rail of the standard O-gauge 3-rail track can be used to detect the presence 
of a train with the addition of a small circuit, relay and a LED indicator. This project is developed 
in sufficient detail that you can build the project for your model railroad.  It shows the end result, 
the schematic, and how to build the feature.  The material presented presumes the attendee has 
a basic knowledge of electronics and soldering skills. 
 

• Harrison, Richard 
 
Lionel O Gauge FasTrack or Standard Switch Monitor and Activation 
Monday                                           Caucus Room                                            9:30 am – 10:30 am 

 
The Lionel Switch Controllers are large and unsuitable to integrate into a nice control panel that 
provides a quick association of an operator action with the physical switch on the layout.  This 
can be remedied by a small circuit, relay, and toggle switch and LED indicator.  This project is 
developed in sufficient detail that you can build the project for your model railroad.  It shows the 
end result, the schematic, and how to build the feature.  The material presented presumes the 
attendee has a basic knowledge of electronics and soldering skills.  

• Harrison, Richard 
 
HO Infrared Detectors with LED Panel Indicator 
Tuesday                                        Chamber Room                                             1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 
 
Model Railroaders often have tracks that are hidden with a need to know when a train is present.  
These include staging tracks or round house stalls/tracks.  This project is developed in sufficient 
detail that you can build the project for your model railroad.  It shows the end result, the 
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schematic, and how to build the feature.  The material presented presumes the attendee has a 
basic knowledge of electronics and soldering skills. 
 

• Harrison, Richard 
 
HO Building Lighting Projects and Techniques 
Tuesday                                             Chamber Room                                        2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 
 
Add a blinking LED to a Walthers City Water Tower.  Give your layout a night-life by adding 
interior and exterior lights using inexpensive and easily obtainable materials.  Each project is 
developed in sufficient detail that you can build the project for your model railroad.  They show 
the end result, the schematic, and how to build the feature.  The material presented presumes the 
attendee has a basic knowledge of electronics and soldering skills.  

• Harrison, Richard 
 
Modify Walthers HO Turntable Remote Control 
Tuesday                                               Chamber Room                                      4:00 pm – 5:00 pm 
 
Walthers stock turntable’s remote control is 3 inches square and awkward to integrate into your 
control panel.  The stock remote control can be easily modified to allow two switches on your 
control panel to perform normal operations.  This project is developed in sufficient detail that you 
can build the project for your model railroad.  It shows the end result, the schematic, and how to 
build the feature.  The material presented presumes the attendee has a basic knowledge of 
electronics and soldering skills. 

• Harter, Greg 
 
Operating DC and DDC on a Large or Small Club Layout 
Tuesday    Caucus Room   7:00 pm – 8:00 pm 

Operations rules and guidelines, and electronic interlocks and safeguards, for running DC and 
DCC on main lines, yards, and branch lines. 

• Hauff, Steve 

21st Century Train Rides 
Monday                                                   Cabinet Room                                      8:00 am – 9:00 am  
 
Riding trains today in Africa, Australia, Europe, Japan and the US. Photos include trains, stations, 
ticketing, and interiors. 
 

• Hauff, Steve 

Making Your Own Decals 
Monday                                                      Cabinet Room                                 9:30 am – 10:30 am  
 
Real time clinic of how to use your computer, printer, and publishing software to create custom decals. 
 

• Hauff, Steve 

Slim Gauge Diesels 
Monday                                                       Cabinet Room                                  1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 
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A quick survey of diesels that were/are used on narrow gauge railroads in the US and in foreign 
countries. 
 

• Hauff, Steve 

Kitbashing Narrow Gauge Diesels 
Monday                                                         Cabinet Room                               2:30 pm – 3:30 pm     
 
This clinic expands on the RMC and Scale Rails articles showing techniques for building narrow 
gauge diesels. The general techniques are applicable to all scales.            

 
• Hauff, Steve 

 
The Climax Geared Locomotive 
Tuesday                                             Cabinet Room      1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 
 
A history of the Climax and Dunkirk geared locomotives showing the basic designs and 
development 
 

• Hauff, Steve 
 
The Heisler Geared Locomotive 
Tuesday                                                        Cabinet Room      2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 
 
A history of the Heisler, Huinslet, and Price geared locomotives showing the basic designs and 
development. 
 

• Hauff, Steve 
 
The Shay Geared Locomotive 
Tuesday                                             Cabinet Room     4:00 pm – 5:00 pm 
 
A history of the Shay and Willamette geared locomotives showing the basic designs and 
development. 
 

• Henderson, Byron 
 
LDSIG- Layout Design Bootcamp                                                                                                               
Monday                             Capitol -3 Room                                            8:00 am - noon  

 
An intensive 4-hour session on track planning sponsored by the Layout Design SIG. Discover 
how to refine vision, concept and purpose; select layout footprints and schematics; draw accurate 
and useful plans; create efficient and engaging yards and industrial areas; make best use of 
staging tracks; maintain space for people; and avoid common track planning errors. 

• Henderson, Byron 
 
OPSIG - A Quick and Easy Start for Operations 

             Tuesday                                        Council Room                                                1:00 pm – 2:00 pm  
Intended for beginners to operations. Learn the simple steps needed to get your layout ready for 
operations. A few easy choices and simple preparation are all it takes for an engaging op 
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session. We'll talk about train control, car routing, crew instructions, documentation, and more – 
start with the basics and add challenge over time. This is one of the fastest growing and most 
enjoyable areas of the hobby – and you can join in! 
 

• Hensley, Roger 
 
Big Four Railroad Through NYC to the PC 
Saturday                                          House Room                                              2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 
 
This clinic will feature historic slides of the Big Four Railroad through the NYC with test on each slide. 
 

• Hensley, Roger 
 
Big Four Railroad, NYC, Central Indiana, PRR,NKP,PC,CR & CSX & NS 
Saturday                                            House Room                                             4:00 pm – 5:00 pm 
 
This clinic will feature historic slides of the Big Four Railroad, NYC, Central Indiana, PRR, NKP, 
PC, CR & CSX & NS railroads and railroads that have run through Madison County Indiana.   At 
The end of the presentation there will be an automated series of shots taken in Anderson Indiana 
with sound. 
 

• Hobbs, Paul 
 
Forty Five Years of Amtrak 
Monday                                               Council Room                                     4:00 pm – 5:00 pm 
Friday                                                  Council Room                                    1:00 pm – 2:00 pm  
 
On May 1, 2016 Amtrak celebrated its 45th birthday. We will review the company’s progress from 
start-up, including schedules, equipment changes and paint schemes. 

 
• Hobbs, Paul 

 
Kadee Couplers – A Treatise 
Monday                                                  Council Room                                       8:30 pm – 9:30 pm 
 
Improve the operating performance of your trains with consistent installations of your couplers.  
We will discuss considerations in layout design, preparing the couplers, coupler mounting 
methods, and deal with different manufacturers’ cars and locomotives. 

• Hohn, Michael MMR 
 
Basics of Scratch Building Structures and Rolling Stock 

             Monday                                  Cabinet Room                                               11:00 am - noon   
             Friday                                     House Room                                                   4:00 pm – 5:00 pm  
 

Beginning to scratch build structures and rolling stock simply requires learning sources and 
characteristics of raw materials; gathering a small collection of tools; selecting glues, paints, and 
weathering media; and practicing some techniques. Building kits is a good place to start because 
they teach all these things. Model railroading forums are a great source for step-by-step 
instructions on kit-building and building from scratch with opportunities to ask questions. This 
clinic will cover what it is like working with different materials--wood, styrene, laser board, strip, 
sheet; sources of parts for structures and rail cars--windows and doors, brake gear and grabirons; 
fundamental tools beyond knife and straightedge; and most importantly, how you do it. Skills, 
techniques, rules of thumb, by whatever name the goal is a car or building without a lot of glue 
showing, with straight lines and right angles, with a look of rightness to the builder and the 
admirer. A few axioms I follow are: measure only if you gotta! You don't have to be sharp but your 
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knife does! We only have two hands! You gotta keep them separated! There's strength in 
numbers! The jig is up!  
 

• Houzvicka, Frank 

National and Major Train Museums in Europe 
Sunday                                   Capitol - 1 Room                                                   2:30 pm – 3:30 pm  
 

This clinic will take you on a photo and video tour of some of the major national train museums of 
Europe including, but not limited to: the British National Rail museums in York and Shildon; the 
French ‘Cite du Train’ in Mulhouse; the German museums in Berlin, Nuernberg, Koblenz, and 
Halle; the Czech national museums in Prague; the Swiss National Transport Museum in Lucerne; 
and the National Train Museum of the Netherlands. Updated April 2016! 
 

• Houzvicka, Frank 

Behind the Scene at Miniatur Wunderland 2016 
Sunday                                     Capitol –1 Room                                               4:00 pm – 5:00 pm 
Saturday                                   Council     Room                                               8:00 am – 9:00 am  
 

This clinic will take you behind the scene of the world’s largest model railroad, Miniatur 
Wunderland in Hamburg, Germany. You will see how they develop the scenes, structures, and 
figures for the layout; how they control the layout; how they keep the water clear and prevent a 
flood; how they control the scale model ships; how they maintain and control the hundreds of 
vehicles; how they control the aircraft; where they go after takeoff; and what’s coming next. 
Updated April 2016! 

•    Hunter, Rick and Maureen 
 
Applications of “Weathering Mix” 
Friday                                                   Caucus Room     8:30 pm – 9:30 pm 
  
Maureen and Rick will demonstrate many applications of Hunterline’s Weathering Mix. They will 
show applications for wood, plastics, Hydrocal, foams and other mediums and how to achieve 
multiple colour surfaces. 
 

•    Hunter, Rick and Maureen 
 
Make ‘n’ Take Snow Fence 
Wednesday                                           Chamber Room                7:00 pm – 10:00 pm 

 
Maureen and Rick will take you through, step by step, to build their new design ‘Snow Fence’. 
Available in Scales N, HO, S, O. Preregistration is required. Each registrant will receive a kit in 
their choice of scale plus 1 bottle of Weathering Mix – your choice of colour 
 

•    Ireland, Jarrette 
 
Braking, Switching, and Running Railroading with Soundtraxx   
Thursday                                            Caucus Room                               7:00 pm – 8:00 pm       
Friday                                                 Capitol - 1 Room                               7:00 pm – 8:00 pm 
 
Join Jarrette Ireland from SoundTraxx and look at the latest lines of sound decoders for both 
locomotives and rolling stock to see how implementing these in your layout will allow you to recreate 
accurate sounds and true railroading practices into your layout. This clinic will demonstrate videos of 
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actual railroading from inside the cab and around the yard and then show how to mimic these 
operations in your scale locomotives and rolling stock utilizing the latest from SoundTraxx. 
 

•    Jameson, Benita  
 
Adding Interior Details to Your Buildings 
Thursday                                              Cabinet Room                          4:00 pm – 5:00 pm        
 
Adding interior details will add realism to your buildings.  This clinic will cover quick and simple 

ways to detail your buildings and light them.  Topics discussed will cover simple “view blocks,” 
window treatments, basic interior details, completely detailed interiors, and LED lighting.  The 
clinic will cover where to use each technic for interior detail.  This clinic offers something for every 
modeler, whether novice or seasoned pro. 
 

•    Jameson, Benita  
 
Detailing and Weathering – Take Your Structures from STANDARD to STELLAR 
Thursday                                            Cabinet Room                             2:30 pm – 3:30 pm              
 
Discover how to transform a generic styrene building into a highly detailed model uniquely crafted 
to suit your layout.  Topics discussed in this clinic cover kit selection, staging, painting, and 
weathering.  Super detailing ideas include roof and interior details, window treatments, 
techniques for lighting, and many others.   For that finishing touch, populate your scene with 
customized, highly detailed figures.  This clinic offers something for every modeler, whether 
novice or seasoned pro. 

•    Jameson, William (Gene) 
 
Basic Electronics for Model Railroaders 
Friday                                                   Caucus Room                                         1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 
 
Over the past 20 years, model railroading has moved into the “electronic” age, with the wide 
spread use of DCC, computer control, and signaling.   Learn the basics of electronic theory, what 
all the different components are and what they are used for.  Some of the things that will be 
covered are the wire size for the layout, the different formulas’ that you will need (how to figure 
out what size resister to use for dropping the voltage to the headlight), and the tools that you will 
need to troubleshoot your railroad. Also included is how to draw the schematic for your railroad. 

 
•    Jameson, William (Gene) 

 
Documenting Your Layout 
Friday                                                      Caucus Room                                  2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 
Saturday                                                  Caucus Room                                  9:30 am – 10:30 am 
 
This clinic is useful to ALL modelers, regardless of scale.   The clinic will cover all the items that 
need to be documented.  It will cover what to document and how to document it, for example; 
wiring, inventory, and other items that concern your layout that you need to have handy in an 
emergency.  Do you know how much your model railroad is worth if you had to replace it?  Do 
you remember how you wired the diode matrix for the yard or where all the isolated rail joints are?  
If you answered “NO” to these questions, then you should attend this clinic! 
 

• Johnson, Ron  
 
Steel Bench Work 
Wednesday    Council Room   7:00 pm – 8:00 pm 
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Steel stud wall elements can be quickly and easily assembled into model  railroad bench work 
that is light, sturdy, inexpensive, fire retardant, and readily modified—like a full size Erector Set.  
Any layout would benefit, but this technique is especially valuable for modules, dominos, 
cassettes, multi-decks, shelves, mushrooms, and running behind the furnace. 
 

•    Jones, Trevor 
 
Covering a Lot of Ground: Scenery Tools & Techniques                     
Monday  Caucus Room                2:30 pm – 3:30 pm     
Saturday Chamber Room               2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 
 
Basic scenery tools, materials, and techniques are discussed. Clinic includes sample scenery 
modules and power point photos.            
 

• King, Ron MMR 
 
Scenery 
Saturday   Cabinet  Room    1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 
 
MMR Ron King will discuss techniques for making world class scenery. 
 
 

• King, Ron MMR 
 
Modifying Passenger Car Trucks for Better Operation 
 
Saturday   Cabinet  Room    2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 
 
MMR Ron King will discuss how to relocate trucks on passenger cars to provide much better 
operation of the cars along with providing better looking cars.                                                                        
 

•    Koester, Tony 
 
Modeling a Granger Railroad 
Monday    Capitol – 1 Room   1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 
Wednesday   Capitol – 1 Room   7:00 pm – 8:00 pm       
 
                                                                                              
Model Railroad Planning editor and MR’s Trains of Thought columnist Tony Koester will 
document why and how he modeled a flatlands railroad in the steam-diesel transition era. Tony 
will discuss choosing what to model, era, multi-deck bench work and lighting, photo backdrops, 
dispatching methods, roster choices, and more. 

•   Litkenhous, Bill 

 
Electric Railroads of Southern Indiana and Louisville Kentucky Areas 
Friday                                             House Room                                                 2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 
 
Slide show of electric railroads in an interurban area   
 

•    Logan, Norman 
 
Quality Backdrops You Can Do 
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Tuesday   Cabinet  Room    7:00 pm – 8:00 pm 
Wednesday   Cabinet  Room    8:00 am – 9:00 am  
 
Watch Norman paint a backdrop while discussing techniques used for best results. 
 

•    Lowrance, John MMR 
 
Scenery Ground Cover Materials  

  Tuesday                                     Cabinet Room                                                   8:00 am – 9:00 am 

Today there are so many Scenery products to choose from, it is difficult to know which ones to 
buy!  The goal of this clinic is to show how to select a set ground cover materials and to set a 
sequence for applying them to your railroad.  MMR John Lowrance, will share his technique for 
creating a “Palate” of scenery materials and discuss solutions to the questions: What do I need?  
What colors should I buy?  What textures are needed? And What sequence should I apply them?   

 
•    Lowrance, John MMR 

 
Setting the Scene  

 Wednesday                                       Caucus Room                                   11:00 am – 12 noon 

Today we have the best structures, vehicles, details and scenery products ever yet many people 
still have difficulty mixing these components into a realistic scene.  In this PowerPoint 
presentation, John Lowrance, MMR, strives to provide basic information needed to make the best 
use of these materials to create unique and realistic scenes.  Topics include nature’s laws that 
must be followed, setting a season and time, control of views, placement of structures, scenes 
that tell a story, how much detail is needed and more. 

 
•    Lowrance, John MMR 

 
Structure Fanning  
Tuesday                                              Council Room                                        8:30 pm 9:30 pm 

On your next road trip, you might turn your camera away from the locomotives long enough to 
shoot photos of the rapidly disappearing buildings and industries along the way.  This clinic 
examines why rail fans should take pictures of structures, how decide which ones to photograph,  
what we need to do it, and tips on trip planning, shooting the photos, and remembering what we 
shot.  In addition to many photos from John's collection, Structure-fanning may add some fun to 
your next trip.   
 

•    Lowrance, John MMR 
 
Plaster Casting Rocks and Walls 
Tuesday                                              Cabinet Room                             9:30 am – 10:30 am             

The goal of this clinic is to show how to construct seamless realistic rock and wall facings.  MMR 
John Lowrance, will show step-by-step application of rock facings and retaining walls made 
from rubber molds.  He will show how to apply castings using both a "wet" and "dry" 
technique.  This PowerPoint presentation will also cover the tools and materials needed, just 
enough geology 101 to plan your choice of molds and rock types, how to carve the joints between 
rock castings, and some innovative new thinks like making curved castings. 
 

•     Macino, Jim 
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Multi-Meters – Tips & Techniques  
Sunday Caucus Room                     2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 
Friday Council Room                     2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 
 
Practical tips and techniques for probably the most unused / misused tool in the railroader’s 
toolbox. You’ll gain an understanding of this essential tool in terms for all levels of modeling 
experience. Discussion will cover DC and DCC examples. Bring your own meter if you like.  

• Magoun, Pete MMR 
 
Home Brew Scenery 
Tuesday    Cabinet Room                          8:30 pm – 9:30 pm 
Thursday    Council Room                        11:00 am – 12 noon 
 
Scenery does not have to be expensive. Pete will show how common, free items such as real dirt, 
plants and leaves can be used in making scenery. Add in a few inexpensive, non-traditional 
materials and your scenery will “pop.” 
 

• Mahaney, Rich  
 
Tank Cars 101 for Model Railroaders 
Sunday     Chamber Room   2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 

This presentation looks at the different types of tanks cars that are used today, older style tank 
cars, tank car features, tank car models, how to increase tank car traffic on a model railroad 
layout, industries that use tank cars, and loading and unloading platforms/facilities.   
 

• Mahaney, Rich  
 
“OMG” – Prototypical Accessories to Buildings and Communities for Model Railroads! 
Sunday     Chamber Room   4:00 pm – 5:00 pm 
 
Take a look at the accessories and details that you are missing on your buildings and in your 
communities that stand out when you look around or travel around.  The only thing you can say 
when you see these images is “OMG”!  Most of these additional features can probably come from 
the scrape boxes or parts and pieces underneath your layout or on your work bench.  You may 
not have much to buy when you through “spare stuff”.    
 

• Mahaney, Rich  
 
Selecting Industries for Your Model Railroad 
Sunday     Chamber Room   7:00 pm – 8:00 pm 
 
This presentation is designed to help model railroaders select industries and community 
businesses for their model railroad through a systematic approach and by answering a series of 
questions, thinking about how railroads service their customers, increasing railroad traffic by 
thinking about the types of railroad cars that are used to service the needs of different types of 
industries.  Examples of real facilities and model railroad examples are used to make the points. 
 

• Mahaney, Rich  
 
Quick Industries” For Your Model Railroad 
Sunday     Chamber Room   8:30 pm – 9:30 pm 
 
This presentation is designed give model railroaders industry ideas for their model railroad that 
can be assembled in several evenings (or days) of work.  These industries can quickly increase 
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railroad traffic and new customers. Examples of real facilities and model railroad examples are 
used to make the points.  Also other details involving industries such as track work, loading 
docks, industry placement along the tracks and industry building concepts will be looked at.   
 

•     Meetz, Richard Dr. 
 
Eyesight, Aging, and the Modeler 
Thursday Council Room  2:30 pm – 5:00 pm 
Saturday Council Room  9:30 am – 12 noon 
 
The ability to do prolonged detail work at near changes with age. Mature modelers must also 
change how they model either by changing scales or by the use of vision-aids & lighting. This 
clinic will explain what difficulties these age-related changes present to the modeler. Discussed in 
detail will be methods of compensating for these changes so that modeling activities need not be 
curtailed or abandoned as the modeler ages. With these methods, the modeler can pursue 
detailed modeling, even in the smaller scales, for hours at a time without eyestrain or discomfort. 
 

•    Moore, Steve 
 
LDSIG - Track Planning & Layout Design 
Tuesday                                           Council Room                2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 
 

•     Morgan, Ron 
 
Modeling the Walthers Ethanol Plant – Sounds Corny to Me! 
Wednesday                                        Council  Room                  8:30 pm – 9:30 pm 
 
Clinic describes the purposes for the various structures, type of activity that takes place and how 
you can incorporate the facility into your railroad.      
 

• Morrison, Bob  
 
Fill’Em Up! Load Ideas for Your Empty Cars 

              Tuesday                                                      Caucus Room              1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 
     

Clinic will share ideas and methods of generating loads for flat cars, gondolas, and open hopper cars. 
 

• Morrison, Bob  
 
Rocks, Trash and Trees    
Tuesday                                                     Caucus Room                 8:30 pm – 9:30 pm 
 
Clinic will share ideas and show how to paint realistic rocks, create trees, and add trash to your 
model railroad. 
 

• Neumann, Seth 
 
LDSIG – What Would You Do Differently 
Thursday                                                         Capitol – 3 Room                         2:30 pm – 3:30 pm  
 
Panel discussion about changes that could and should be made in regards to designing a layout 
for operations and fun. 
 

• Neumann, Seth 
 

CMRI SIG - Planning for Signals Using CMRInet and cpNode 
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Monday                                                            Capitol – 3 Room                        7:00 pm – 8:00 pm  
 

• Noa, Ernie 
 
Gauge One Live Steam 
Saturday                                                            Chamber Room                       11:00 am – 12 noon  
 
This is a power point description of a part of the hobby that is shared with a small number of us 
across the USA. I’ll have actual models of some real steam engines for participants to look at and 
touch. Jim Sanders will have an operating live steam rail road some were at the convention also. 
So this Clinic will be for those that want to see more or talk with some other live steamers. I am 
including the outline I am planning to use. There may be some changes to the power point and 
this outline by next summer to update. The PowerPoint will also have videos 
 

• Novit, Edward 
 
Perishables Operations on the Northern Pacific Railway 
Tuesday                                                            Caucus Room                       11:00 am – 12 noon 
 
History of the Northern Pacific Railway’s perishables operations in the Yakima Valley of 
Washington State; topics include how the railroad served the towns and packing companies, with 
emphasis on refrigerator car icing operations.  Includes scenes of the switching district on my HO 
layout to demonstrate how the operations were modeled 
 

• Pandorf, Scott 
 
Model Railroad Automation Using Arduino 
Thursday                                            House Room                             11:00 am – 12 noon 
 
It seems that every day there are more and more small inexpensive controllers that can be used 
for a variety of functions on a model railroad.  This clinic will cover the implementation of railroad 
crossing gates, bell (sound unit) and lights using the open source Arduino platform with LEDs, IR 
detectors, sound playback unit, track detectors and an inexpensive Radio Control Servo to drive 
the crossing gates.  The demonstration will include not only the implementation on the railroad, 
but also demonstrate the code that drives the Arduino microcontroller. 
 

• Pandorf, Scott 
 
An Introduction to JMRI Decoder Pro 
Friday                                                   Capitol – 3 Room                           1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 
 
The Open Source JMRI project includes the Decoder Pro application that allows you to create a 
roster of your decoder equipped locomotives and program the decoders using a programming 
track or ‘on the road’ (Ops Mode).  This clinic will briefly cover where to find and install JMRI and 
then in detail demonstrate programming a decoder.  Insight from building a roster of over 100 
locomotives both with and without sound including speed matching will be included at no 
additional charge! 

• Pautz, John 
 
Scratch Build Turnouts 
Friday     House Room   1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 
 
Building turnouts using cast components (frogs, points, and guardrails) 
 

• Peterson, Art 
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Brief History of the Indiana Railroad 
Sunday     Council Room   2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 
 
This clinic will cover the major predecessors to the Indiana Railroad interurban operation, as well 
as a brief history of the interurban operation between 1930 and 1941. 
 

• Philbrick, Brad 
 
Constructing the Tulip Viaduct & Shuffle Creek Trestle in N Scale 
Monday     Council Room   7:00 pm – 8:00 pm 
Saturday    Chamber Room   4:00 pm – 5:00 pm 
 
This clinic describes how the presenter made and modeled these interesting structures. Included 
are techniques in using a ridge board to keep the bents aligned and thus straight, making 
concrete pilings, and kit bashing Micro Engineering bents to look exactly like the prototype. Also 
discussed is how the models were painted, rust applied, weathered, and finally installed on the 
layout. 
 

• Puthoff, Dave 
 
Easy Overhead Layout Lighting Using LEDs 
Sunday    Cabinet Room    7:00pm – 8:00 pm 
Thursday   House Room    1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 

This clinic will show how to retrofit an existing layout using 12-volt DC Light Emitting Diode (LED) 
Strip Lights, without valances.  16-foot long LED Strip Lights are cut to length and mounted on 
molding strips. Mounting techniques to either flat or open joist ceilings are shown.  Optional 
Dimming Circuits are also presented, that provide dimming/brightening of room lighting in 
opposition to structure and street lighting, in both Manual and Automated (Timed) modes. 
 

• Racz, Balazs and Harris, David 
 
Layout Command Control – An Introduction 
Tuesday                                            Capitol – 1 Room                                       7:00 pm – 8:00 pm 
Friday                                                Capitol – 1 Room                                       1:00 pm – 2:00 pm  
 
This clinic is an introduction to LCC/OpenLCB including its history and goals, a simplified view of 
how it works, and where it is going.  Included topics will be: a brief description of LCC; how it 
enables development of MRR products; how it complements the existing NMRA DCC standards; 
how it interoperates with existing alternatives; and what distinguishes it from other layout 
automation and control systems.   

• Reid, Bob  
 
LDSIG - Layout Design for Operations - From Concepts to Execution 
Tuesday                                             Council Room                                      4:00 pm – 5:00 pm  

 
• Roeder, Dave MMR 

 
Custom Decals for Your Railroad 
Tuesday    Caucus Room     9:30 am – 10:30 am 
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Presentation will cover the design, printing and application of custom decals for freight cars, 
locomotives & vehicles. Tools, techniques & tips with numerous slides will illustrate the wide 
variety of decals that can be produced with this technology.   
 

• Roeder, Dave MMR 
 
Critters 15 to 50 Ton 
Thursday    House Room     9:30 am – 10:30 am 
 
Clinic will cover the design, modification and construction of 9 small switching locomotives. Two 
are HOn3 narrow gauge and 7 are HO scale. There are 5 Plymouths, one Whitcomb, one 
Davenport, one Railserve and one General Electric 44 ton. Many construction slides illustrate the 
process used to create these small switchers.   

 
• Sacco, Jim 

 
 The Modernization of Main Street and How It Affects Our Modeling 
Wednesday    Chamber Room   1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 
 
Almost every city and town in America was affected by the movement to modernize Main Street 
that took place in the 1930s. So if you model anywhere from the 1930s to the present, you should 
know what it was, how it changed the look of American architecture and its effects on our model 
railroads. You also never look at some buildings the same way again! 
 

• Sacco, Jim 
 
Easy City Streets Using Sintra 
Wednesday    Cabinet Room   7:00 pm – 8:00 pm 
 
What is Sintra and how can it make modeling city streets easier? Come and find out. The clinic 
also includes basic tips on modeling streets that can be used with other methods and materials 
 

• Sacco, Jim 
 
 A Brief History of the American Service Station and Some Tips for Modeling One                        
Tuesday    Chamber Room  8:30 pm – 9:30 pm 
 
The clinic is divided into pretty much what the title says. This clinic includes a picture history of 
service station design followed by some tips on modeling one. There is a final section of photos 
on stations that are still around, oddities, and just plain neat ones. 
 

• Sartore, Bill  
 

Structure Lighting with LEDs 
Thursday   Cabinet  Room   8:30 pm – 9:30 pm 
Friday    Cabinet  Room   4:00 pm – 5:00 pm 

This is a clinic that focuses on the practical use of LEDs for lighting model structures. This clinic 
does not go into a detailed discussion on how LEDs work. Rather, it discusses how to get them to 
work in a structure model. Topics include LED types, wiring and installation methods. You’ll see 
the step-by-step for making scale “gooseneck” style lights including videos on wiring small 
surface mount LEDs.  

• Scheffler, Bob 
 
Working with MIDI to Create Lighting Animations Synchronized to Sound 
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Thursday                                      Council Room                                      1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 
Saturday                                       Caucus Room                                      1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 
 
Using the PRICOM Dream Player PRO, we will show how to create lighting effects for layout 
animations synchronized to a sound file playback. We will start with a laptop using a wave editor to 
add lighting animation events to the timeline along with an audio file. Then we will load that WAV 
and MIDI file onto the Dream Player PRO to control up to 32 lights in sync with the sound file. 
 

• Schlotfeldt, Ken; Lee,John MMR 

Choosing, using, maintaining, and troubleshooting your airbrush (equipment) & Fun foolproof 
finishing with acrylics Part 1 and Part 2 
Wednesday                                            House Room                                      2:30 pm – 5:00 pm 
 
This brand generic seminar will familiarize attendees with airbrush terminology and types, 
explains their differences, guide attendees regarding which type of airbrush is best for each 
application, presents useful air source information, discusses varying media/paint types and 
preparations, presents information on available and useful airbrush accessories, and provide 
simple airbrush cleaning, maintenance and troubleshooting instruction. 
The seminar will also provide specific information on model finishing with water-based acrylic 
paints, including paint characteristics and preparations, substrate types and preparations, 
application techniques, available paint additives and accessories, and proper cleaning methods. 
 

• Schlotfeldt, Ken; Lee,John MMR 
 
Boxcar Finishing Super Clinic 
Wednesday                                       House Room                                           7:00 pm – 10:00 pm 

All attendees of this clinic will learn proper airbrush technique and usage of water base acrylic 
paints - while painting an HO boxcar from start to finish. 

 
• Schoonmaker, Bill 

 
How to Make Low Cost Labels and Panels 
Sunday                                                    Cabinet Room                                      8:30 pm – 9:30 pm 
Saturday                                                  Chamber Room                                   1:00 pm – 2:00 pm  
 
This clinic will demonstrate and provide step-by-step instructions on how to make great looking 
labels, signs, and panels for your layout using simple techniques and low cost materials. 
 

• Semon, James 
 
Willis A. McCaleb “Last Official Photographer of the Nickel Plate Railroad” 
Wednesday                                                Chamber Room                                 2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 
 
This clinic will present original Kodachrome slides of the Nickel Plate Railroad and Baltimore & 
Ohio Railroad taken by Mr. McCaleb while he was on assignments. 
 

• Sexsmith, Cal 
 
LDSIG - Pulp Mill Operations 
Monday                                                      Capitol – 3 Room                              1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 
 

• Seymour, Richard 
 
Filling in Bare & Even Boring Spaces on Your Layout 
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Saturday                                                       Council Room                                 4:00 pm – 5:00 pm  
Many layouts have open spaces, areas that lack interest.  This clinic will address ways to 
enhance those barren corners, drab plots, or “boring” sections of your pike. 
 

• Slovacek, Rudolf 
 
The Alco Sound Experience  
Thursday    Caucus Room   9:30 am – 10:30 am 

The clinic will briefly describe some of the early Alco  diesels which displaced Steam switchers in 
yards and later mainline steam engines.  It will cover some of the successful models as well as 
some rarities along the development path.  Pictures will be accompanied by sound equipped 
models which faithfully reproduce those throaty 4 cycle diesels up to the massive M636s 
produced in Canada. 

• Smith, Donald 
 
Manufacturing – Come and See What it Takes to Make Your Rolling Stock 
Friday     Caucus Room   7:00 pm – 8:00 pm 
 
The real story of how model railroad stock in made. North American Railcar manufactures very 
highly detailed HO & N scale rolling stock. This is their story.	  North American Railcar will 
introduce 2 new cars that have never been done before.  One is used by every railroad except 
Norfolk Southern, The other is seen on every railroad. 
 

• Swanson, Sam 
 
Vehicle Variations – Detailing and Finishing Tips 
Thursday    Capitol – 3 Room  4:00 pm – 5:00 pm 

A variety of 1930-1950 era utilitarian and unusual vehicles that have been assembled from kits and 
modified through kit-bashing will serve as examples for detailing, painting, and weathering 
techniques.  Detailing includes adding headlights, mirrors, wipers, tail lights, windows, license plates, 
bulk loads, and drivers and passengers.   Finishing techniques covered include brush-painting and 
accenting with craft type acrylics, spray-painting with flat and satin enamels, and weathering with 
several types of paints, chalks, and pastels to represent corroded and dusty surfaces.   
 

• Switzer, Mont 
 

             FAVORITE FLAT CAR LOADS  and The Cars That Carry Them 
             Saturday                                          Caucus Room                                              8:00 am – 9:00 am  
               

How to build three unique flat car loads along with three flat cars on which to haul them.  The 
clinic then covers how to load these loads per AAR Rules Governing the Loading of Commodities 
on Open Top Cars land specifically modeling them.  One load is a US Navy Mark 5/54 gun turret 
and the special flat car required to move it. The second is a special six axle flat car built by the 
US Army to haul two battle tanks.  The third Is a 60 foot flat car loaded with 8 John Deere farm 
tractors.  The fourth illustrates how to install a wood floor per prototype practice. 
 

• Terrance, Terry 
 
3 D Printing for Model Railroaders 
Sunday                                                Cabinet Room                               2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 
Friday                                                  Council Room                                8:30 pm – 9:30 pm 
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This clinic will explain the process of 3D printing and how Model Railroaders can use 3D printing 
to build models and parts for their railroads – without investing a lot of time and money!  The 
hows and whys of 3D printing will be demonstrated and, time permitting, a simple 3D model will 
be designed step-by=step in the clinic and readied to print.  Sample 3D printed models will be 
available for inspection. 

• Terrance, Terry 
 
Fun With LED’s 
Sunday                                                   Cabinet Room                               4:00 pm – 5:00 pm 
 
This clinic will tell you all that you need to know to get started using LEDs for you cars, 
locomotives, effects, animations and even lighting your layout. What LEDs are and how they 
operate will be explained.  The various types of LEDs will be discussed: standard, surface mount 
(i.e. miniature, micro and nano), bi-color and multi-color, flashing and flickering and even high 
powered LEDs for layout lighting.  The presentation will contain an extensive section on 
resources for buying and powering LEDs. 

• Terrance, Terry 
 
Microcontrollers for Model Railroaders 
Wednesday                                                     Council Room                         4:00 pm – 5:00 pm 
 
Thanks to the robot experimenter community, there is an explosion of small, inexpensive 
microcontroller boards that can be used for animation and control tasks on a model railroad.  This 
clinic will explain what a microcontroller is, who makes them, how they can be used on a model 
railroad and how you can complete a microcontroller project for under $10.  A small railroad 
diorama with microcontroller animation and control will be on display. 

• Terrance, Terry 
 
Photo Backdrops Made Easy 
Wednesday                                             Council Room                                    2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 
Friday                                                      Council Room                                    7:00 pm – 8:00 pm 
  
This clinic covers how to make your own photo backdrop – from taking the photos, manipulating 
them and finally printing them.  Making your own photo backdrops is the ultimate in prototype 
realism; you can reproduce the exact location and terrain that you are modeling.  A disk with 1 ½ 
hours of video demonstrating the process step-by-step will be provided to attendees. 
 

• Thomas, Gilbert Jr. 
              NMRA 2017 Orlando Convention “So Much More Then Mickey” 
              Monday                                                Caucus Room                                  7:00 pm – 8:00 pm  
              Thursday                                              Cabinet Room                                  7:00 pm – 8:00 pm 
 

Yes, We know Mickey is in our back yard in Orlando!  But, we all know that is not why you are 
wanting to come to our convention in Orlando in 2017 (well, maybe).   We have so much for you, 
your wife/husband and your children to do.   We have more clinics, we have more restaurants to 
choose from, we have totally unique Florida Prototype Railroading, we have more programs for 
the ladies, we have more layouts, we have a tremendous non rail program, we have more theme 
parks, we have the model contest and we have a great hotel to host the convention at!  Did 
someone mention that were going to have great time, too!  Come and hear about what we have 
planned for the 2017 NMRA Convention in Orlando!  
 

• Thomas, Gilbert Jr. 
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How to Reactivate an Inactive Division 
Sunday                                                     Council Room                                     8:30 pm – 9:30 pm  
 
You’re now a division superintendent. It has been often said “The division is the life blood of the 
region and the NMRA”.  How does one strengthen programming in one’s area?  What are 
elements to running a division meet?  What have I gotten myself into?  The clinician will present 
strategies one may utilize to get a division  or a region up and running and how to keep it fresh.  
 

• Thomas, Gilbert Jr. 
 
Modeling Considerations for the 1990’s Modeler 
Thursday                                                     Caucus Room                                  2:30 pm – 3:30 pm  
 
Clinic description:  So you have realized you’re not a “steam” guy, nor are you’re a “transition era” 
modeler.  So what does that exactly make you?  You’re a modern modeler.   The railroad 
continues to move into the modern age of railroading.  The caboose is gone; the box car is being 
challenged by the container train.  Unit trains vs The Mixed Freight.  4000 H.P. diesel vs. the 
2000 H.P. diesel.  The clinician will attempt to help the attendee to determine design elements 
that should be considered by the 1990’s and beyond modeler. 

• Tillman, David 

Picking the Type of Power Plant to Model                                                                                       
Sunday    Council Room    7:00 pm – 8:00 pm           

This clinic starts with the elements of all power plants.  Then it looks at differences in power 
plants as a function of era (e.g., turn of the 20th century, late steam, transition, modern) and 
geography (northeast, upper mid-west, south, west) and discusses modeling from there. 

• Tillman, David 

Power Plant Modeling Techniques and Details                                                                           
Thursday                                      House Room                                             4:00 pm – 5:00 pm 

This clinic starts with the elements of a power plant and looks into the different modeling 
approaches for coal receiving, the coal yard, conveyor types, architecture, etc. It discusses        
the types of rail traffic and how to incorporate same into a model. 

• Van Zanten, Alex 
 
Making Spin Trees & A Little Bit More 
Monday    Chamber Room                                     2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 
 
This clinic will describe and show how to make easy and inexpensive trees plus additional 
information on scenery. 
 

• Vaughan, Mark 
 
Mining Coal in the Land of Corn and Soybeans  
Wednesday    Cabinet Room   2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 
 
The story of the Harmattan Coal Mine west of Danville, IL and the relationship to the Peoria & 
Eastern Railway 
 

• Vaughan, Mark 
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Grain Processing and the Resulting Rail Traffic 
Wednesday    Cabinet Room   4:00 pm – 5:00 pm 
 
This clinic describes the processing of corn (both wet and dry), soybeans and wheat. The rail 
inputs and resulting end products are discussed. 
 

• Vaughan, Mark 
 
Less Than Carload Traffic (LCL) on the Railroads 
Thursday    Cabinet Room   8:00 am – 9:00 am 
 
This clinic covers the description and introduction of this very important source of traffic for the 
railroads. The LCL traffic on the Monon is featured. An article “From Freight House to 
Everywhere” in the book “How to Build Realistic Layouts” published by Kalmbach in 2007 was 
derived from this presentation. 
  

• Vaughn, David M. 
 
Wit and Wisdom: The Model Railroad Career and Heritage of John Armstrong 
Thursday    Chamber Room   7:00 pm – 8:00 pm 
Friday     Capitol – 1 Room  8:30 pm – 9:30 pm 
 
An illustrated and annotated presentation of John Armstrong’s career in Model Railroading, based 
on his books, articles, models, ideas, and model train layout. The disassembly and restoration of 
much of his layout will be included. 
 
 

• Vaughn, David M. 
 
An Introduction to Two-Rail O Scale  
Friday     Chamber Room   1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 
Saturday    Chamber Room   8:00 am – 9:00 am 
 
This clinic describes, surveys, illustrates, and demonstrates the current state of two-rail O scale 
(1:48) including unique alternate gauges (Proto 48 and On3), as well as discussion of the history 
and future of this scale. 
 

• Weinheimer, Bob MMR 
 
OPSIG - Getting Started in Operations 
Tuesday    Council Room    8:00 am – 9:00 am 

This clinic looks at issues a modeler might wish to consider when designing an operating 
scheme.  Topics include setting an era and location, designing a car fleet, developing a train 
schedule, and dispatching systems. 
 

• Weinheimer, Bob MMR 
 
OPSIG - Operations on the Pennsylvania Southern 
Tuesday    Council Room   9:30 am – 10:30 am 

The Pennsylvania Southern is a freelance layout set in 1980 in western Pennsylvania.  Topics for 
discussion include layout philosophy, train scheduling, train operation, dispatching, and 
supporting paperwork. 
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• Weinheimer, Bob MMR 
 
OPSIG - Evolution of an Operating Scheme 
Tuesday    Council Room   11:00 am – 12 noon 

This clinic discusses the industrial development on a layout and how that and car purchasing 
patterns have caused the operating scheme to evolve over a period of 30 years. 
 

• Wesolowski, Wayne 
 
The Lincoln Train is Coming!  Abraham Lincoln's 1865 Funeral Train   An  Adventure in 1/12 
Scale Urethane  Casting 
 
Wednesday                                     Cabinet Room                                    1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 
           1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 
In 1864 the US Military Railroad System constructed an opulent 16-wheel private car, "The 
United States," for President Lincoln.  Strangely it was used officially only for the fourteen-day 
funeral trip from Washington DC to Springfield, IL with eleven elaborate open coffin funeral stops.  
This clinic describes the ten years of historical research and special urethane casting techniques 
used to build a museum quality exhibit.  The trucks alone for the car have 725 scratch built parts 
in 1" scale.  A locomotive built in 1" scale, the “Nashville,” complete with bunting and pictures of 
Lincoln was used for only a small part of the trip.  Finally the elaborate hearse from Springfield, IL 
including a full six-horse hitch completes the model. A live casting demonstration will be done, if 
possible. 
 

• Wesolowski, Wayne 
 
Urethane Casting…… a Modeling Addiction 
Thursday                                          Cabinet Room                                     1:00 pm – 2:00 pm  
 
Every feel you need more time?   Would you like to duplicate yourself?  Need twenty windows for 
that new depot?  Even G scale truck frames?  This is the clinic for you.  Casting duplicate parts in 
polyurethanes is easy, fast and almost addicting.  It does take a little practice and some 
experience.   The clinic will cover picking the prototype, designing the master patterns, creating  
RTV rubber molds and then casting, casting, casting, casting…help…I cant’s stop.  It will be 
inspirational for the beginner and very useful for the advanced modeler. Safety will be 
emphasized.  Come and join the fun. 

• Wesolowski, Wayne 
 
Fifty Years of Modeling Tips and Ideas                                                                                           
Thursday    Cabinet Room                              11:00 am -12 noon                                                                                                   

Experts to beginners will be entertained and learn new skills from this fast-paced potpourri of 
ideas, tips, notions and philosophies about building better models.  Cutting your own stripwood, 
bending styrene, weathering aluminum with olive oil, plaster and urethane casting, building 
design with symmetry and chemical etching are just a few of the many topics covered in HO to 
1/12 scale. Come and join the fun. 

• Zapytowski, Steve 
 
Touch Screen Control Panels and DCC Operated Point Motors 
Sunday       Caucus Room           7:00 pm – 8:00 pm 

This clinic describes to first time combination of Touch Toggle controls with Cobalt iP Digital point 
motors.  These motors will operate from toggle switch and DCC control simultaneously.  Touch 
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Toggles are modular toggle switches with built in LED directional indicators.  The trick comes 
from making the LED indicators show whether turnouts are thrown or closed regardless of the 
device that operated the turnout.  The device that makes tis possible is a first of its kind interface 
between the control panel and the Cobalt iP Digital machines.   

 
• Zapytowski, Steve 

 
Bench Work: Expanding the Empire 
Monday     Cabinet Room                       7:00 pm – 8:00 pm 

Rearranging the whole basement to make room for more track required planning and a lot of 
garbage bags.  Changing my long established point-to point layout to one that runs in a loop 
seemed impossible until I destroyed my work bench.  Topics covered in the clinic include track 
planning, fasteners, materials, construction techniques, the house/layout interface, and using ‘T’ 
girders instead of ‘L’ girders. 
 
 
 

*********** The Modeling-With-The-Masters Program *********** 
 

•    Modeling With The Masters – Kooning, Clark MMR 
 
Introduction to Building Your Own Turnouts Part 1 
 
Sunday                                House Room  5:00 pm – 11:00 pm  
This clinic is about using a commercial product to build turnouts.  Clark Kooning, MMR and the 
owner of Fast Tracks, Tim Warris, will be on hand to teach you how to use Fast Tracks products 
to build your very own scratch built turnout. 

 
•    Modeling With The Masters – Kooning, Clark MMR 

 
Introduction to Building Your Own Turnouts Part 2 
Monday                                 House Room  7:30 am – 11:30 am  
 
This clinic is about using a commercial product to build turnouts.  Clark Kooning, MMR and the 
owner of Fast Tracks, Tim Warris, will be on hand to teach you how to use Fast Tracks products 
to build your very own scratch built turnout. 

 
• Modeling With The Masters – Peter Youngblood, MMR assisted by MMR, Clark Kooning, 

MMR, Jim Gore MMR and Fred Headon, MMR 
 
Scenery by the Square Foot – Part 1 
Monday                                 House Room 12:45 pm – 5:00 pm  
 
Introduction to Model Railroad scenery…. Learn basic scenery techniques applicable to all scales 
using readily available commercial products.  In one square foot, you’ll build and contour land 
forms using layers of foam insulation board. Next you’ll apply ground cover materials, make a 
pipe drainage culvert, ballast a short segment of HO scale track, create a gravel country road, 
make several trees, install a grade crossing and add a trickle of water to the culvert. 
 

• Modeling With The Masters – Peter Youngblood, MMR assisted by MMR, Clark Kooning, 
MMR, Jim Gore MMR and Fred Headon, MMR 
 
Scenery by the Square Foot – Part 2 
Wednesday                            House Room 8:00 am – 11:30 am  
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Introduction to Model Railroad scenery…. Learn basic scenery techniques applicable to all scales 
using readily available commercial products.  In one square foot, you’ll build and contour land 
forms using layers of foam insulation board. Next you’ll apply ground cover materials, make a 
pipe drainage culvert, ballast a short segment of HO scale track, create a gravel country road, 
make several trees, install a grade crossing and add a trickle of water to the culvert. 
 

• Modeling With The Masters - Fred Headon, MMR and Clark Kooning, MMR; assisted by 
Peter Youngblood, MMR, and Jim Gore MMR  
 
Introduction to Plastic Structures & Painting with Acrylics and Pan Pastels – Part 1 
Sunday                             Senate 3 Room           5:00 pm – 11:00 pm   
Monday                             House Room              7:30 pm – 10:30 pm   
   
Fred Headon, MMR will take you through the steps of building a Plastic Structure for the first time.  
This is a great project for those who are new to building structures and as well as for those who 
have lots of experience. This clinic is not just about building a plastic structure kit; it is also about 
new ways of painting these types of plastic kits. You will be taught to use Acrylics or craft type 
paint plus the use of Pan Pastels as a whole new way of painting a structure. You will be amazed 
at what you can do simply with a brush and a sponge.   You will be assisted by 3 other MMRs 
during your hands-on experience. 
 

• Modeling With The Masters - Fred Headon, MMR and Clark Kooning, MMR; assisted by 
Peter Youngblood, MMR, and Jim Gore MMR  
 
Introduction to Plastic Structures & Painting with Acrylics and Pan Pastels – Part 2 
Monday                                 Senate 3 Room                 7:30 am – 11:30 am  
Tuesday                                    House Room                      8:00 am – 11:30 am   
   

Fred Headon, MMR will take you through the steps of building a Plastic Structure for the first time.  
This is a great project for those who are new to building structures and as well as for those who 
have lots of experience. This clinic is not just about building a plastic structure kit; it is also about 
new ways of painting these types of plastic kits. You will be taught to use Acrylics or craft type 
paint plus the use of Pan Pastels as a whole new way of painting a structure. You will be amazed 
at what you can do simply with a brush and a sponge.   You will be assisted by 3 other MMRs 
during your hands-on experience. 

•    Modeling With The Masters - 	  Clark Kooning, MMR; assisted by Peter Youngblood, MMR, 
Fred Headon, MMR, and Jim Gore, MMR 
 
Weathering Rolling stock with oil-water base artist paints	  and other products 
Tuesday                                    House Room                           1:00 pm – 5:00 pm   
 
Clark Kooning, MMR and	  the MWTM team will provide you with the knowledge to look at the 
prototype for weathering ideas on freight cars. Then they will show you how using primarily oil-
water base artist paints you can weather your own cars   You will be shown how to choose, mix 
and apply the artist medium to your models to create your own realistic weathering. In addition, 
they will be discussing the how an airbrush is also important in this process. We will also discuss 
the different types of other weathering products you may also choose to use in addition to the 
primary application of primarily oil-water base artist paints. 

 
• Modeling With The Masters -  Jim Gore MMR; assisted by Peter Youngblood, MMR, Clark 

Kooning, MMR, and Fred Headon, MMR 
 
Building Structures with Card Stock & Paper   
Tuesday                                       House Room                                7:30 pm – 10:30 pm  
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Jim Gore, MMR will take you on an amazing journey into Cardstock and Paper buildings. This 
hands-on clinic is all about building structures from paper which has been printed to look like a 
building. This clinic will cover the construction of a basic cardstock kit. He will cover printing, 
cardstock selection, and tools and techniques and some detailing and weathering ideas for 
cardstock in general. You will be amazed at how real these card stock buildings look. And yes, 
we will build a structure - “The Silver City Nevada Mine Shed” from Clever Models.   
 


